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Abstract
We report results of load-testing our in-house slicer/hatcher. The test involves processing an input model
consisting of 3.65 billion triangles . Altogether, this means to operate on a total workload of one terabyte
(input-, temporary- and result-data). The load test could be successfully finished in just under 10.5 hours ,
using a total of roughly 48.6GB of RAM .
The test data is a synthetically created triangle-based 3D model stored in binary .stl format. To allow for
comparison, we are willing to share the model on request. This report is targeted at readers familiar with
build-processor parameters.

1 Introduction and Motivation
A slicer/hatcher is the compute-core of a 3D printing build-processor. Increased build chamber volumes of industrial 3D printers 1 makes us anticipate larger workloads for build-processors. We expect high-resolution input models
combined with support structure models that grow in size and triangle count, accordingly. On top of that, users will
populate the build chambers with numerous models at the same time.
This calls for software that is capable of processing heavy workloads in quick fashion. To meet this demand, at
CADS-Additive (https://www.cads-additive.com) we design and develop our own in-house build-processor compute-core (often referred to as a ‘slicer and hatcher’, a descriptive name that highlights the two main tasks of such a
program).
A slicer/hatcher is a program that takes a 3D model as input, and processes it into a series of 2D slices that are made
up of line segments. The hatching is about computing the infill of polygonal regions in individual slices.
In more detail, the tasks involve the following:
• Slicing the input model to line segments
• Chaining line segments to polygons
• Determining nesting levels, and parent/child relationships of polygons
• Determining regions with different thermal properties (down-skin)
• Determining top-regions (up-skin)
• Computing down-skin aware offset contours
• Filling regions according to hatch patterns (up/down-skin aware)
• Sorting the primitives (polygons, line segments) according to rules and/or for reduced build times.

1 We currently focus on SLM and SLA process.
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1.1 Introducing ‘Slatcher’
Creating our own slicer/hatcher – for brevity we call it Slatcher – is a task that is formulated as an internal research
project, originated and initiated by Wolfgang Höller (Founder and CEO of CADS Additive), and led by senior researcher
Reinhard Sonnleitner. Our goal is to create a lean, feature-rich build-processor compute-core which can handle large
input models on commodity hardware.
Slatcher is built as dynamic library, is developed on Linux AMD64, can be compiled for Windows and also runs on
ARM architecture (32bit, 64bit). Regarding the build-processing workflow, Slatcher is mostly machine (3D printer)
agnostic. It consumes an input file in binary .stl format together with parameters for the geometric computations on
models. Machine parameters, as for example laser speeds and intensities, are not of concern to our slicer/hatcher 2.
These machine parameters, however, are required for exporting Slatcher’s intermediate result file to an actual targetmachine file format.
The scope of this report is about Slatcher as an internal project. While it will eventually find its way into our product line,
in scope of this report we do not give any release plans, time-lines or final product information. Currently, Slatcher is
tested in-house as beta version, has already been used for several successful print jobs, and parts of it are successfully used in other projects as well.
We strive to observe Slatcher in different corner cases of operating modes to learn about its strengths and weaknesses, which could then influence prioritization of further development work. One of these corner cases, and the focus
of this report, is an excessively heavy load-test. We explain the test setup and results in subsequent sections of this
report.

2 Load Test
Load testing means to expose a system to a heavy workload and observe and measure the impact on the system.
Specifically we are interested to find out about crashes or freezes, and peculiar system behavior.
As mentioned we aim to perform an excessively heavy load test. To do so, we first need a well-suited input model. To
test the overall system behavior the input model should put stress on all parts of the system. As a counter example,
simply using a huge cube may put heavy load on the hatching due to necessitating large amounts of hatch vectors.
But it will not stress the slicing or polygon parent/child containment routines.
To exhibit heavy load on (hopefully) all system components, we create a model with the following characteristics:
• Extremely high triangle count
• Large amounts of up-skin and down-skin regions throughout all layers
• Per-layer, many isolated non-convex polygons of different nesting depths
In the next few subsections we give details on the input model, the specific computer system that we used for load
testing, the processing parameters and finally, the results.

2 An exception is the machine specific gas flow setting, which is relevant to the build order.
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2.1 Load Test Data
To realize a free and shareable model with aforementioned characteristics (see Section 2), we generate triangles
from a random domain. A three dimensional grid is initialized with random values in the interval (-0.5; 0.5) and
subject to a series of 3D uniform-filter steps with decreasing filter sizes. The triangle based model is then computed
from the grid values using the marching cubes algorithm. The result model, depicted in Figure 1, is a cube with high
count of cavities throughout its volume. We refer to it as ‘single tile’, because later on we’ll look at more of these
at the same time. The dimensions are 50 x 50 x 50mm (specifically, 49.9893 x 49.9875 x 49.988mm). The model
comprises 146 042 906 triangles , resulting in a file size of about 6.9GB .

Figure 1: The ‘single tile’ model. A cube with cavities throughout its volume. It consists of ≈ 142 million triangles , and has
dimensions 50 x 50 x 50mm. The final model consists of 25 such pieces , evenly spaced and oriented aligned to the axes of
the Cartesian coordinate system (see Figure 2).

To increase the triangle count, the ‘single tile model’ is tiled into a 5 x 5 grid , where each grid element is a copy of
the single tile model. All of these copies are stored into the same single binary .stl file with the sole purpose of obtaining a valid, high triangle count 3D model. The author is not aware of a quick way to visualize the final model in 3D – but
we try to work around that by showing a 2D slice in Figure 2.
The final model of 25 tiles, which is the input to our load-test, consists of approximately 3.65 billion triangles 
(3 651 072 650 triangles, specifically). With this triangle count we are close to the theoretical maximum of 232 - 1
triangles in binary .stl files . Our final model consumes roughly 171GB of disk space . With tight tile-spacing the
dimensions of the final model are 250.389267 x 250.387512 x 49.988mm.
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2.2 Test System
The load tests are performed on the following test system:
• Processor: AMD Ryzen 1950X 16-Core processor, freq. 3.4GHz to 3.7GHz.
• Memory: 64GB (4x F4-3200C14-16GVK)
• Operating System: SMP Debian 5.8.10-1 bpo10+1 (2020-09-26) x86 64 GNU/Linux
• Disk: src/dest: TOSHIBA HDWE160 (FS2A) 6TB. The load-test data is read-from, and written-to this disk 3.

2.3 Load Test Parameters
In the following we describe the parameter values that we use for the load-test. This section is targeted at readers
who are familiar with the parameterization of powder bed build processors. See the appendix for an excerpt of the
parameter values.
We use 10 worker threads for computation.
The input model discussed above is sliced with a layer-thickness of 15μ and a layer-offset of 0.5. For our models
with a Z-axis dimension of 50mm, this results in 3333 layers. We simplify the model-polygons using a simplification distance of 0.5μ and subsequently process model polygons with four non-equidistant offset contours (the first
one is usually called beam-compensation) with absolute distances of 60μ, 120μ, 180μ and 300μ. Acute (inner)
offset polygon angles are represented by sequences of short line segments (arc-approximation). A second polygon
simplification pass is then applied, this time on the offset polygons, using a smaller simplification distance of 0.01μ.
This small value avoids simplification of arc-approximation segments, which would cause the effect of changing the
inter-offset-boundary distance of concentric offset contours 4.
Naturally, thin-walled or concave polygons cannot fit offset borders at arbitrary distances. To compensate for this,
blocked paths are computed. Blocked paths are typically generated for acute angles, thin polygon regions and
so-called island-contour-bridges. These are poly lines connecting isolated offset contour islands that emerge if the
offset distance is larger than the thinnest region of the subject polygon.
We parameterize blocked-path generation with an angle-threshold of 80 degrees, a correction-factor of 1.0 and
inner-trim of 2.5μ. We stop creating blocked paths once we reach a distance of 180μ from the original model polygon boundary (i.e. we stop determining blocked regions at the third of our four offset contours).
Down-skin regions are determined for the down-skin angle threshold of 43 degrees (0 degrees would be a horizontal
triangle with normal pointing towards negative Z direction). The layer-reference is set to 3. Likewise, up-skin regions
are determined using an angle threshold of 140 degrees (where 180 degrees would be a horizontal triangle with its
normal facing positive Z direction).
Hatching is performed in stripe pattern, using a positive stripe offset of 100μ, alternating hatch directions on a perstripe basis, with hatches never closer to a model polygon boundary than 70μ. I.e., in this setup the three inner offset contours are within the hatched region (these are sometimes called fill-contours). The distance between parallel
hatches is set to 100μ. Stripe width is set to 7mm, and in this experiment with a stripe shift factor of 5. We set the
hatch-vector-merge length to 100μ.

3 The disk is not an SSD due to a lack of SSD storage for the ‘One Terabyte Print-Job’.
4 W
 e do not know whether this is just visually unpleasant, or if it actually negatively impacts the density of printed models.
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For regular hatches in solid regions, a hatch rotation is set up with start angle of 40 degrees and 67 degrees increment,
wrapped in a rotation window of 180 degrees.
Down-skin and up-skin regions here use the stripe pattern, too, but are parameterized differently in values for layer
rotation, hatch spacing and merge length. This is to demonstrate that regular solid model hatches and down-skin and
up-skin hatches can be (but do not need to be) parameterized independently.
We set up the hatching build order to align hatches with the (parameterizable) machine gas-flow. This means stripes
are scanned strictly towards the gas flow source, as well as the hatches within the stripes - but hatches within the
same stripe are also alternating their direction.
The slicer/hatcher stores results in our own intermediate file format (Neutron file format), for which we have export
programs to create actual machine target file formats. To us, Neutron has the advantage that we can quickly write to it
in a multi-threaded fashion, and that exporters can efficiently and quickly read specific pieces of information.
The experiment stops after slicing/hatching all layers and once the Neutron output file is written. In addition, the slicer/
hatcher must write (and read) several pieces of temporary data.

3 Results

Figure 2:
A slice of the entire tiled
model, zoomed out to fit. It
shows Layer [102], which
was chosen arbitrarily. The
red grid is added manually to
show single model elements
(see Figure 1).
Solid regions have black outer contours, hollow regions
are shown in blue color.
This single layer contains
geometry made out of
roughly 20 million vertices.
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Figure 3:
Layer [102] zoomed to a full
view of one of the 25 tiles.

Figure 4:
Layer [102] zoomed in for
a detailed view. The figure
shows the model polygons
as well as the four offset
contours.
Red: blocked paths, yellow:
offset contour in downskin,
green: down-skin hatches
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The entire model containing the 25 tiles is passed to Slatcher as single input file. Inspecting the results of build-
processing this 3.65 billion triangle model, we can quantify the workload as follows:
• Run time: 10.5 hours
• RAM: 48.6GB max. residential set size 5.
• Model polygons: The raw input count of sliced model line segments amounts to 12 757 665 800. These are
subsequently polygonized and simplified to 46 893 977 model polygons consisting of 9 750 555 336 vertices.
• Down-skin polygons: 59 939 678 down-skin polygons from 1 987 076 043 vertices of simplified polygonal
regions, obtained from a total of 3 472 052 528 line segments.
• Up-skin polygons: Count amounts to 7 737 984 up-skin polygons from 337 738 037 vertices of simplified
polygonal regions, obtained from 2 239 330 764 line-segments.
• Offset polygons: These are obtained from model polygons. We end up with a total of 325 750 957 offset polygons from 45 187 394 975 vertices of simplified offset polygons. 2 642 362 433 of these vertices lie in downskin regions. Offset polygons also contain the blocked paths, which are sorted bi-directionally into the offset
contour.
• 1 360 912 727 hatch segments, 90 778 896 vertices in down-skin or up-skin.

In Table 1 we give statistics about per-layer counts of polygons and hatches.
count per layer

min.

max.

avg.

model polyg.

775

16 259

14 069.6

offset polyg.

1250

111 288

97 735.1

down skin polyg.

0

22 624

17 983.7

up skin polyg.

475

14 372

2321.6

hatches

876

601 238

408 314.7

Table 1: Per-layer statistics of the 3.65 billion triangle load-test model: minimum, maximum and average counts of various
content types.

The load-test .stl file has a size of about 171 gigabytes, and the result Neutron file has a size of roughly 497 gigabytes. Together with temporary data the entire workload of this load-test amounts to just over 1097 gigabytes,
or one terabyte as teased in the title.

5 Roughly speaking, the actually physically mapped amount.
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3.1 ‘Single Tile’ Model Result Summary
We here present the summary of results on the small load-test, using the single tile model (see Figure 1). Without
changing any parameters, the small model, i.e. a single tile of the large load test model, could be computed in
15 minutes and 46 seconds , using a total maximum of 3322 megabytes of RAM .

4 Conclusion and Discussion
A load test of considerable size was performed. The test workload has the size of a terabyte, computed from an
input model consisting of roughly 3.65 billion triangles. The build job could be processed successfully in approximately 10.5 hours, using less than 50GB of RAM total, utilizing 10 worker threads.
The load-test consists of slicing/hatching using our in-house program Slatcher. The result is a binary file in our inhouse format ‘Neutron’, which can be subsequently exported to target machine formats, or the common layer interface format (.cli). Note, that an export step is not performed as part of the load test.
We’d be happy if we sparked interest, and want to encourage the curious reader to reach out and get in contact.

5 Appendix
This section presents the parameter set for Slatcher that was used in context of the load-test. Note that only
parameters that diverge from default values are given.

num-workers 10
slice-layer-height							0.015
offc-distances							0.06,0.12,0.18,0.3
offc-arc-approx-tolerance 						0.001
pgonize-simplification-distance 					

0.0005

offc-simplification-distance 					

0.00001

hatch-strategy “stripes”
dskin-angle 								43.0
upskin-angle 								140.0
bpath-max-angle 							80
bpath-max-dist 							0.18
bpath-trim 								0.025
bpath-correction-factor 						1
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dskin-layer-reference 						3
hatch-offset-contour-dist 						0.07
hatch-layer-rotation-start-angle 				40
hatch-layer-rotation-angle-increment 				67
hatch-layer-rotation-angle-window				180
hatch-vector-dist 							0.1
hstrat-stripe-merge-length 					0.1
hstrat-stripe-length						7
hstrat-stripe-shift-factor 					5
hstrat-stripe-offset 						0.1
hatch-downskin-specific
downskin-hatch-strategy “stripes”
downskin-hatch-layer-rotation-start-angle 			45
downskin-hatch-layer-rotation-angle-increment 		

60

downskin-hatch-layer-rotation-angle-window 			170
downskin-hatch-vector-dist 					0.1
downskin-hstrat-stripe-length 					6
downskin-hstrat-stripe-merge-length 				4
downskin-hstrat-stripe-shift-factor 				7
downskin-hstrat-stripe-offset 					0
upskin-contour-dist 						0.06
upskin-enable-recoating
upskin-recoating-hatch-layer-rotation-start-angle 		

20

upskin-recoating-hatch-layer-rotation-angle-increment

0

upskin-recoating-hatch-vector-dist 				0.18
upskin-recoating-hstrat-stripe-length 				30
upskin-recoating-hstrat-stripe-merge-length 			15
upskin-recoating-hstrat-stripe-shift-factor 			1
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